Installation Instructions for FC, FE & FS SERIES SINKS

Sinks manufactured by ADVANCE TABCO® are designed and constructed for the use of liquid containment. Suggested applications include Food Preparation, Manufacturing, Cooking, Laboratory and Service and the like. ADVANCE TABCO® does not recommend product use for activities employing harsh and active chemicals. Please consult factory regarding unusual applications.
Step 1
Carefully remove contents of carton/crate. Carefully position sink upside down on a protected surface so you can access the underside of the sink. Install leg assembly into gussets at each end (Figure 1).

Step 2
Tighten each Set Screw using 5/32” Allen Wrench (Figure 2).

PLEASE NOTE: Some models may require Set Screws to be inserted into the Set Screw Holes.
Step 3
Carefully turn sink over onto its legs. Check for stability and adjust Bullet Feet as necessary (Figure 3).

Step 4
Install drain(s) & faucet. Your knowledgeable plumbing contractor is responsible for local code requirements. You can also visit our website at advancetabco.com/support for drain & faucet details.

Drain Installation Details

K-6 Basket Drain shown
1/4” continuous bead of Plumber’s Putty or Silicone Sealer.

Sink Bottom
Rubber Washer
Paper Washer
Die Cast Nut

Faucet Installation Details

Spout
Flanged Washer
Faucet Body
Faucet Mounting Flange
Splash
Tile Edge
Teflon Tape or Thread Sealer on 1/2’ x Close Nipple.
Rubber Washer
90º Sink Elbow

Optional K-06 Faucet Mounting Kit Available (Not Included)

These pieces are supplied in an optional Mounting Kit K-06 (Figure 4) or by the plumber.
NOTE: NSF installations require sink unit to be installed to wall or at least 1” of the wall (Figure 5).

For Additional Assistance,
Please call Customer Service at: 1-800-645-3166